Students guidelines

How to access the advertisements

Students who are already enrolled

=> Access ISIS → login + password (available on the tax bill)

- Students waiting to be enrolled
  => Access ORISIS → email + password (the same as used for your application for enrolment)

- Exchange students or “Confédération” Scholarship students
  (ERASMUS, Collaboration Agreement, Confédération Scholarship, Exchange scholarship, CREPUQ, Coimbra, EuroScholars, Geneva International Students’)
  => Access ORISIS → email + password (according to instructions received from the International Relations Office)

Before you start looking for accommodation

Before you start looking please note the following.

- The Unige cannot be held responsible for the result of any contact you may have with an advertiser on this site.
- The accommodation is not vetted by the Unige and the latter cannot guarantee the quality of any of the facilities described.
- Where possible, visit the accommodation before you book.
- If a deposit or rent in advance needs to be paid make sure that it is transacted through a recognised Swiss bank and certainly not via “Western Union”.
- The accommodation market in Geneva is very tight. Unfortunately this situation means that certain advertisers have no qualms about demanding very high rents.

Rents that we advise our advertisers to charge

We recommend average rents to our advertisers but they do not always respect them, or it may be that these above average rents include extra expenses, hot water, heating.

- on the outskirts of the town centre:
  a furnished bedroom of 10 to 12 m², including use of the kitchen and bathroom:
  from CHF 400.- to CHF 500.-;
  a furnished bedroom of 12 to 16 m², including use of the kitchen and bathroom:
  from CHF 450.- to CHF 550.-;
  a furnished studio (kitchenette and bathroom included), from 18 to 20 m²:
  from CHF 800.- to CHF 850.-;
  a furnished studio (kitchenette and bathroom included), from 20 to 30 m²:
  from CHF 800.- to CHF 900.-

- in the town centre:
  furnished bedroom of 10 to 12 m², including use of the kitchen and bathroom:
  from CHF 500.- to CHF 600.-;
  furnished bedroom of 12 to 16 m², including use of the kitchen and bathroom:
  from CHF 550.- to CHF 650.-;
  a furnished studio (kitchenette and bathroom included) of 18 to 20 m²:
  from CHF 850.- to CHF 900.-;
  a furnished studio (kitchenette and bathroom included) of 20 to 30 m²:
  from CHF 900.- to CHF 1000.-